Glasgow – the perfect place for a work
placement and memories of a lifetime

Wellington’s statue, outside the Gallery of
Modern Art, is well-known for wearing a
traffic cone. Sometimes the horse does too!

Glasgow is the biggest city in
Scotland and the third largest in
the UK, but we're also known as
the Friendly City. Glaswegians
also have a famous sense of
humour. We love visitors and are
keen to make people feel at
home, and a part of cultural life.
At workplaces, host families and
out in the town, your students will
be welcomed and soon feel right
at home.

“We have seen many things and experienced many things
and we are happy staying here in such an amazing city
like Glasgow. The city simply is breathtaking!” - Alexa

We also have a diverse economy that benefits from investments for the
2014 Commonwealth Games. The city offers placement opportunities
from the large public sector
with heathcare, Scottish
Government and a wide
range of local government
services, to specialist areas of
the city for Digital Media
Quarter Finance and Science
and Technology, as well as
the biggest retail centre
outside of London.
Buchanan Street, Glasgow‘s prime shopping street,
with street musicians, three shopping malls, a
museum and a gallery , the Royal Concert Hall – and
many awards

Glasgow is also a major centre of
learning and development with
three universities and several
colleges. Glasgow was the
European City of Culture in 1990,
the City of Architecture and Design
in 1999 and the City of the
Commonwealth games in 2014. It
hosts a wealth of festivals and its
eight publicly-owned museums and
galleries are free to the public, along
with others, such as the Hunterian
Museum in Glasgow University.

Glasgow University’s tower, seen from the
duck pond in Kelvingrove Park, one of the
largest parks in Europe and a destination for
relaxing and exercise

Glasgow is known as the "dear green place" and is filled with parks and green
spaces- from large parks like Kelvingrove and the Botanic Gardens in the
West End to Queen Park and Pollock Country Park in the South Side, three
of these with museums in them.
“I was in Glasgow, Scotland for four weeks. It was an amazing
time. The blend between city life and experience-rich nature, I
found great, just great :)” - Maria Friebel, Marketing Assistant
apprentice

Glasgow has the most extensive
public transport system outside
London, and it’s easy to reach
the countryside. The famous
Loch Lomond is a scenic 45
minute train ride from the city
centre, and many of the
students who visit take day trips
or weekend bus tours to
Scotland’s Highlands and Islands.

Loch Lomond and some of its many islands
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